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$X$ 3 $X$ $\sigma$-algebra . 3 $g:\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}arrow[0,1]$
.
1. $g:\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}arrow[0,1]$ $g$ .
1. $g(\emptyset)=0,$ $g(X)=1$
2. $A\subset B,$ $\forall A,$ $B\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $g(A)\leq g(B)$
.
2. : $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}arrow[0,1]$ , .
$\sup\{\pi(x)|x\in X\}=1$
$\pi$ : $Xarrow[0,1]$
(A) $= \sup\{\pi(x)|x\in A\}\forall A\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ .
. $\pi(x)$ . , $\pi$
. .
$( \cup-\in I A:)=\sup_{i\in I}\Pi(A_{i})$








$N_{p}(g)$ $:=$ $\{x\in X : g(\{x\})=0\}$
$S_{p}(g)$ $:=$ $\{x\in X : g(\{x\})>0\}$
$S_{p}\text{ }g\mathcal{O})$ pointwise support &1‘ $\dot{\mathcal{D}}$ .
support (Radon ) support .
4. $J(g)=$ {$O:O$ $g(O)=0$} .
$N(g)$ $:=$ $\cup\swarrow \mathrm{r}(g)$
$S(g)$ $:=$ $N(g)^{\mathrm{c}}$
$S(g)$ $g$ support .
$N(g)$ , $S(g)$ . fine support Radon support
, , support .
5. $g$ fine support .




$a$ ) $b$ ) .
1. $g$ $a$ ) .
$FS(g)\subset S(g)$ .
Proof. $x\not\in S(g)=N(g)^{\mathrm{c}}$ , $U$ $x\not\in U$ $g(U)=0$. $C=U^{\mathrm{c}}$
$x\not\in C,$ $C$ $g(C^{\mathrm{c}})=0$. $S(g)\supset\cap${$C:C$ $g(C^{\mathrm{c}})=0$}
. $g$ $a$ ) $g(C^{\mathrm{c}})=0\Rightarrow g(C)=1$ , fine support
.
$\square$
total support fine support support .
6.
$TS(g):=\cap$ {$C:C$ $g(C^{\mathrm{c}})<1$ }
$TS(g)\subset S(g)$ .
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2. $g$ $a$ ) .
$FS(g)\subset TS(g)$
.
Proof. , $g(B^{c})<1$ $g(B)=1$ . $x$ $FS(g)$ . $g(B)=1$
$B$ $x\in B$ . $g(B^{c})<1$ $B$ $x\in B$ . $x\in TS(g)$
. $FS(g)\subset TS(g)$ .
3 support




2 $a$ ) .
Proof. $g(A)<1$
$1=g(X)=g(A \cup A^{c})=\sup\{g(A), g(A^{c})\}=g(A^{c})$
.
3. ,
$FS(\Pi)$ $\subset TS(\Pi)\subset S(\Pi)$
.
Proof. 2 .
3. $N(\Pi)$ . (S(n)) $=1$ .
Proof.
$\Pi(N(\Pi))=\Pi(\cup J(\Pi))=\sup\{\Pi(B) : \Pi(B)=0\}=0$.
(S(\Pi )) $=1$ 2 .
4. $FS(\Pi)\neq\emptyset$ $FS(\Pi)$ .
Proof. $x,$ $y(x\neq y)\in FS(\Pi)$ . $V,$ $W$ $x,$ $y$ $V\cap Q=\emptyset$
, $\Pi(B)=\Pi(W)=1$ . $FS(\Pi)\subset B\cap W=\emptyset$ . $x\in FS(\Pi)$
$x\in U$ $U$ $\Pi(U)=1$ . $\Pi(V)=\Pi(W)=1$ .
$FS(\Pi)\subset V\cap W=\emptyset$ .
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$TS(\Pi)\neq\{x:\pi(x)=1\}$ . $\pi$ .
5. $\pi$ .
$TS( \prod)=\{x : \pi(x)=1\}$
Proof. $\{x : \pi(x)=1\}\subset TS(\Pi)$ , $\{x : \pi(x)=1\}\supset TS(\Pi)$ .
$x\in TS(\Pi)$ . $\pi(x)<1$ $\pi(x)<k<1$ $k$ . $\pi$










. , 0 .
7. $A\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$g(A)= \inf${$g(O)|A\subset O,$ $O$ }
$g$ O- ,





(A) $= \sup_{x\in A}\pi(x)=\alpha$
. $x\text{ }\in A$ , $\pi(x,*)\uparrow\alpha$ . , $\epsilon$ $O_{\epsilon}=\{x|\pi(x)<$




. $x\in X$ $\epsilon>0$ $O_{\epsilon}(x),$ $O_{\epsilon}(x)\ni x$
$\Pi(\{x\})+\epsilon>\Pi(O_{\epsilon}(x))$ .
$y\in O_{\epsilon}(x)$ ,

























. $\pi(x)>0,$ $\epsilon<\pi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT})$ $x\mathrm{C}X$ $\epsilon>0$ .
$A=\{y|\pi(y)\leq\pi(x)-\epsilon\}$
, $C_{\epsilon}$ ,
(A)+-2\epsilon $\geq\Pi(C_{\epsilon}),$ $C_{\epsilon}\supset A$.
$C_{e}^{\mathrm{c}}\subset A^{\mathrm{c}}=\{y|\pi(y)>\pi(x)-\epsilon\},$ $x\in C_{\epsilon}^{c}$
$C_{\epsilon}^{c}$ . , $\epsilon$ , $\mathrm{x}$ $V_{\epsilon}$ $V_{\epsilon}=C_{\epsilon}^{\mathrm{c}}$ ,
$y\in V_{\epsilon}\Rightarrow\pi(y)>\pi(x)-\epsilon$ .
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